Diagnosing and localizing myocardial infarct is crucial for early patient management and therapy planning. We propose a new method for predicting the location of myocardial infarct from local wall deformation, which has value for risk stratification from routine examinations such as (3D) echocardiography. The pipeline combines non-linear dimensionality reduction of deformation patterns and two multi-scale kernel regressions. Confidence in the diagnosis is assessed by a map of local uncertainties, which integrates plausible infarct locations generated from the space of reduced dimensionality. These concepts were tested on 500 synthetic cases generated from a realistic cardiac electromechanical model, and 108 pairs of 3D echocardiographic sequences and delayed-enhancement magnetic resonance images from real cases. Infarct prediction is made at a spatial resolution around 4 mm, more than 10 times smaller than the current diagnosis, made regionally. Our method is accurate, and significantly outperforms the clinically-used thresholding of the deformation patterns (on real data: sensitivity / specificity of 0.828/0.804, area under the curve: 0.909 vs. 0.742 for the most predictive strain component). Uncertainty adds value to refine the diagnosis and eventually re-examine suspicious cases.
I. INTRODUCTION
A. Infarct prediction from deformation data C HANGES in the myocardial viability directly affect the electrical propagation and the muscle contraction, which therefore hampers the cardiac function [1] . These changes often result from cardiac infarction, and frequently lead to arrhythmias or heart failure at a more advanced stage. In such cases, therapy success (ablation or resynchronization) highly depends on the potential localization of scars. Cases where the myocardium is still alive may also benefit from appropriate revascularization therapy, and the reliable localization of infarcted tissue could improve their selection. Diagnosing and localizing myocardial infarct is therefore crucial for early patient management and therapy planning. However, complex physiological interactions make the estimation of myocardial viability from imaging data challenging: the fibers arrangement, the cavities pressure and shape, or in advanced stages the remodelling of neighboring segments or the opposite wall [2] , [3] .
Delayed-enhancement magnetic resonance (de-MR) is the current standard to localize scarred tissue [4] , [5] . However, this imaging process is long, costly, and requires the injection of a contrast agent. Moreover, its post-processing is challenging, due to the limited contrast and the number of slices covering the left ventricle (LV). Also, a large proportion of patients selected for ablation or resynchronization already have an implanted device, which makes cardiac MR unsuitable.
Here, we propose to learn infarct location from the myocardial deformation extracted from 3D echocardiography, a non-ionizing modality of growing use in daily practice, with moderate cost. The local speckles attached to the tissue allow quantifying the wall deformation (myocardial strain) by speckle-tracking. Its potential for assessing the myocardial viability is high [6] , although not sufficiently exploited at the moment. Currently, clinicians threshold the deformation data to locate damaged tissue [4] , [5] . However, spatiotemporal deformation patterns are complex to analyze [2] . Local differences in strain-even in healthy subjects-limit the accuracy of thresholding, unless prior information is used e.g. on the supposed location or by pre-computing local differences with a reference pattern [7] .
There is a growing interest for the automatic diagnosis of infarct from imaging data. Recent works classified infarcted and healthy subjects from echocardiographic image features [8] , or shape data from MR sequences [9] , which led to a challenge at STACOM-MICCAI'15 [10] . Infarct prediction at the regional level was also recently proposed via simple machine learning (linear SVM on MR sequences [11] and computed tomography images [12] ). In the latter, the deformation from each slice was regularized through a biomechanical model of the heart. Nonetheless, this modality is ionizing and expensive, and this methodology was only tested on 10 canine datasets. More sophisticated machine learning approaches were recently tested on MR images. [13] used dictionary learning on lowdimensional descriptors of cardiac motion. [14] used neighborhood approximation forests on spatiotemporal thickness maps. However, both methods were tested on small MR databases, and also limited their analysis to the AHA segments. In contrast, our method goes beyond this segment limits, and predicts infarct locally, on a relatively large dataset of 3D echocardiographic images.
B. Uncertainty in the prediction
Inference was also investigated for other types of cardiac data, to reconstruct the fibers from the shape [15] , [16] , the electrophysiological activation pattern from cardiac motion and deformation descriptors [17] , or the spread of epicardial electrical activation from body surface potentials [18] .
Complementing the prediction with data-driven uncertainty has recently gained interest in medical imaging applications. Probabilistic methods were used on imaging and clinical data to estimate the tissue parameters required by computational cardiac models [19] , [20] . The provided range of uncertainty may serve for a better evaluation of cardiac [21] or respiratory motion [22] , or the confidence in a statistical shape model with partial observations [23] . These approaches intrinsically contain uncertainty models, but require a prior knowledge of many variables. A more direct approach was used in [24] , where the uncertainty in estimating local respiratory motion was interpolated from other cases, by using the relationship between image similarity and registration error. Deterministic methods achieve similar objectives through the perturbation of variables used in the analysis. The influence of input parameters was reported when propagating the variations of the regularization weight of a regression [18] , or the fibers orientation in a computational model [25] .
In this work, we propose an original approach to model part of the uncertainties along the prediction pipeline. We decided to model variations in the space of low-dimensional coordinates encoding the input deformation patterns, and quantify the resulting uncertainty in the prediction. The use of an intermediate low-dimensional space was introduced in geomathematics [26] to better represent permeability models and estimate a set of possible permeability maps from water flow data, although uncertainty was not explicitly quantified. In our case, uncertainty is modeled as a portion of the total deformation data variations. This portion can be defined globally or adjusted depending on the input deformation pattern. This idea is partially shared in [23] , where the size of the confidence regions (estimated probabilistically) is adjusted depending on a heuristic based on the matching between the prediction and the real data. We show that this model provides a simple manner to account for the variations in the input data, which would be challenging to model directly from the deformation data.
C. Proposed approach / contributions
In this paper, we propose to predict the location of an infarct from myocardial deformation, and evaluate the confidence in this prediction. The method we propose estimates the transfer function between myocardial deformation and the infarct location. It substantially extends current models by diagnosing infarct at each vertex of the myocardial mesh (spatial resolution: 3.4 mm and 4.8 mm for the synthetic and real data, respectively), and not only distinguishing healthy and diseased subjects or AHA segments.
Another contribution of our work consists in the map of local uncertainties that accompanies the predicted infarct location. Uncertainty is modeled from the space of lowdimensional coordinates and propagated across the pipeline. Up to our knowledge, this approach is new in the field, and could be easily generalized to other applications. Although more advanced models could be used (e.g. by fusing more sources of uncertainties or probabilistic inference), the proposed approach is a first step towards integrating a measure of confidence to the infarct prediction and discussing its addedvalue for diagnosis. 
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A preliminary version of this work was presented at the STACOM-MICCAI workshop [27] . It used scalar descriptors of deformation (local change of volume). Evaluation was limited to infarct prediction, on synthetic cases. The present paper significantly extends this work. First, the radial, circumferential and longitudinal components of strain now encode deformation and improve the prediction. Then, a model of uncertainties has been added to complement the diagnosis. Finally, experiments are extended to a large database of real 3D echocardiographic sequences and de-MR images.
II. MATERIALS AND METHODS
A. Materials
The data from 92 subjects were analyzed. The population consisted of 46 patients with a left-anterior-descending coronary (LAD) infarct (baseline data and 1-year followup), and 46 controls without structural disease. Acute patient acquisition was performed at most 5 days after the infarct. Selection criteria were an ejection fraction lower than 50%, or the presence of at least 3 akinetic segments in the anterior wall. A total of 108 pairs of 3D echocardiographic and de-MR infarct ground truth data were analyzed (46 controls, 34 patients at baseline and 28 patients at follow-up). The processing involved segmenting and tracking the myocardium along the 3D echocardiographic sequences, and segmenting the infarct in the de-MR images (Sec.III-C). All cases were tested using leave-one-out, meaning that for each tested case the training set was made of the 107 remaining cases.
1) Representation of deformation and infarct data:
Deformation and infarct are defined at each vertex of the volumetric mesh of each subject, made of N p vertices, and are treated as high-dimensional column vectors in our algorithms. These definitions also require spatial correspondence, obtained differently for the synthetic and real datasets (Sec.III).
The infarct position is defined as a binary value 0/1 at each vertex, and is therefore N p -dimensional. Deformation is computed as the engineering strain -the relative change of length [28] -along the radial, circumferential and longitudinal directions, at the mesh resolution and at each instant of the cycle. For the sake of simplicity, we limited the input to our algorithm to the deformation data at end-systole. The analysis of other instants of the cycle and other types of variables is discussed in Sec.IV. Deformation data are therefore treated as a column vector of dimensions 3·N p , which corresponds to the concatenation of the three N p -dimensional vectors encoding the three strain components at each vertex.
B. Pipeline for prediction
The processing pipeline is summarized in Fig.1 , and the main variables are listed in Tab.I. Animated examples of the prediction of synthetic and real cases are available as Supplementary Material 1 .
The method uses a training set composed of K pairs of local deformation and infarct indicators, denoted {(d k 2 D, i k 2 I)} k2 [1,K] . A non-linear dimensionality reduction first provides low-dimensional coordinates {c k 2 C} k2 [1,K] from the deformation data {d k } k2 [1,K] . Then, two successive regressions are applied to the local deformation d 2 D of a new case, and involve the pairs {(d k , c k )} k2 [1,K] and {(c k , i k )} k2 [1,K] . The final outputs consist of the predicted infarct location B(î), and an estimation of the uncertainty U (î) associated to it.
1) Non-linear dimensionality reduction (training set):
The (high-dimensional) local deformation data {d k 2 D} k2 [1,K] are first mapped to a Euclidean space of (lowdimensional) coordinates {c k 2 C} k2 [1,K] through standard non-linear dimensionality reduction via manifold learning. This assumes that each high-dimensional sample d k lies close to a non-linear manifold of lower dimensionality.
To do so, we use the Isomap algorithm [29] , a global method that looks for a Euclidean space where the Euclidean distance best approximates the geodesic distance along the manifold. It consists of three stages. First, a graph connects each sample d k to a finite number of its nearest-neighbors according to a given metric, and the graph edges are weighted by this metric. In our case, the Euclidean distance was used for the sake of simplicity. Then, the shortest path connecting each pair (d j , d k ) along the graph is computed to approximate their geodesic distance. Squared values of this distance are stored in an affinity matrix. Finally, a centered version of this matrix is diagonalized, and the p-th component of the 1 http://www-sop.inria.fr/asclepios/docs/PredictionExamples.zip coordinates c k is defined as c k,p = p p v p,k . Here, p p is the p-th highest eigenvalue of the centered affinity matrix, and v p,k is the k-th component of the p-th eigenvector. The lowdimensional embedding is simply obtained by retaining the first components of each coordinates c k .
The method is not limited to a single choice of manifold learning algorithm. A non-linear one was retained, as unphysiological patterns may result from linear operations on the deformation patterns [30] . Isomap was preferred over other spectral embedding [31] as no clearly separated clusters appear in the distribution of the deformation data.
2) Infarct prediction for a new subject (testing set): a) From the deformation pattern to low-dimensional coordinates:
The deformation pattern d 2 D of a new subject is mapped to the coordinatesĉ 2 C by kernel regression.
In a single scale formulation, this problem derives from the generic formulation of the out-of-sample extension presented in [32] , which uses the Nyström formula [33] . If we tolerate some dispersion of the data around the manifold, this amounts to solving the following inexact matching (details in [30] ):
where k.k F stands for the norm on the reproducible kernel Hilbert space F of functions D ! C, of kernel k D , and D is a scalar weight balancing the adherence to the data and the smoothness of the interpolation. This problem has an analytical solution, written as:
Here, a k is the k-th column of the matrix
is a kernel-based affinity matrix between the input samples. The kernel function is defined as
, D being its bandwidth. In this work, we use a multi-scale version of the algorithm, which prevents artifacts due to non-uniformities in the density of the samples and automatically sets the observation scale D . The mathematical foundations and algorithmic details for its exact matching version are given in [34] , and its inexact matching version was used in [35] . In practice, the method consists in iterating the regression algorithm from large to small scales by setting D = T/2 s , with T > 0. The function to be interpolated at the scale s is the remainder f F (s 1) , where F (s) stands for the s-th scale approximation of the original function f , initialized as F ( 1) = 0. In our implementation [35] , the starting scale s = 0 corresponds to the overall spread of the samples: T = D 2 /2, where D is the distance between the most distant pair. The procedure stops at the resolution of the training samples: T/2 s  d, where d is the average 1-NN distance over the dataset.
b) From the low-dimensional coordinates to the predicted infarct location:
A similar multiscale regression is applied to obtain an infarct mapî 2 I from the coordinatesĉ 2 C estimated in the previous step. The variablesî,ĉ and c k now respectively stand forĉ, d and d k in Eq.2. The interpolating function is now denoted g and belongs to the reproducible kernel Hilbert space G of functions C ! I, of kernel k C . The regression parameters have also been updated to C and C . The infarct map therefore corresponds toî = g(ĉ) = g f (d). In a singlescale formulation, it is obtained as:
where b k is the k-th column of the matrix
. This process is also made multiscale, with rules similar to the estimation of f in Sec.II-B2a.
c) Final prediction from the infarct map:
Due to the kernel-based formulation of the regression, the values for the infarct mapî are continuous, and can lie within and around the [0, 1] interval ( Fig.2) . Thus, they cannot be used as such for the final prediction. A thresholding function B is therefore applied to determine the final infarct prediction B(î). In our case, infarcts are represented by a binary value at each myocardial location. The function B therefore requires a single threshold, determined by a ROC analysis (Sec.III).
C. Calculation of uncertainty
A set of possible infarct positions {B(î m )} m2 [1,M ] is generated around the prediction B(î), in a three-stage process. First, M coordinates are randomly sampled from a Gaussian distribution centered onĉ. The principal axes of this Gaussian correspond to the axes defining the space of coordinates C. The variance of the distribution is taken as a fraction of the variance of the coordinates {c k } k2 [1,K] along each principal direction. By definition, the M samples associated to these coordinates lie on the manifold of strain patterns. Then, multiscale kernel regression is applied to each of these M coordinates, using the algorithm of Sec.II-B2b, and provides the set of infarct maps {î m } m2 [1,M ] . Finally, these maps are thresholded to obtain the predictions B(î m ).
Uncertainty U (î) is computed as the point-wise standard deviation over this set of M possible infarct positions.
Due to this definition, uncertainty cannot go beyond 0.5 (dimensionless units, the same as for the infarct prediction). This value corresponds to the standard deviation of a discrete uniform random distribution taking the values {0, 1}. In practice, an uncertainty of 0.5 at a given location means that healthy and infarcted tissue are equally probable (low confidence in the prediction). In contrast, the zone where the M possible infarct positions overlap induces high confidence in the prediction (uncertainty close to 0). This is illustrated in Fig.3 , which depicts possible infarct positions that can be generated by moving aroundĉ along the principal directions of C, and the corresponding uncertainty. a set of infarcts that are physiologically-coherent. This would not be straightforward to achieve from a random distribution directly in the space of deformation patterns D or infarct locations I.
III. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
A. Parameters setting
The number of nearest neighbors used in Isomap and the number of dimensions N c retained for the low-dimensional coordinates were jointly determined. To do so, we estimated how well the embedding captures geodesic distances, depending on these two variables. We computed the relative difference between the Euclidean distance in the coordinates space and the geodesic distance [30] , based on [29] :
where d NN (i, j) corresponds to the shortest path between the pair (d i , d j ) along the Isomap graph. Values for the number of nearest neighbors and number of dimensions N c were determined based on the median value of ✏ C over the pairs (i, j) 2 [1, K] 2 (Fig.5 ). On both synthetic and real datasets, we retained N c = 6, median of the value that minimizes ✏ C for each nearest neighbor option. The number of nearest neighbors was set to the value that minimizes ✏ C for the retained dimensionality (6 for both datasets).
The scalar weights used in the multiscale regression were determined as the values that minimize the median reconstruction error of the training set data, via a leave-one-out procedure. This corresponds to minimizing the generalization ability [36] , defined as G D (c j , D ) = kĉ j c j k and G C (i j , C ) = kî j i j k, whereĉ j andî j are reconstructed from the K 1 samples {c k } k6 =j and {i k } k6 =j , respectively. Retained values were log D = 0.25, log C = 0.75 (synthetic data), and log D = 0, log C = 1.25 (real data).
We set M = 500 for the uncertainty estimation, which guarantees that a 6-dimensional Gaussian distribution (the maximum dimensionality retained for the coordinates in C) is estimated with less than 10% error. This value was determined from a synthetic experiment where clouds of 6-dimensional points were randomly generated from a Gaussian distribution. The Gaussian was centered on 0 and had distinct variances along each dimension (generated from a uniform distribution on the interval [0,1]). The Kullback-Leibler divergence for multivariate normal distributions was used to compare distributions, through its convergence against the number of samples. The uncertainty parameter was set to 0.1 (10% of the total deformation data variations, expressed in the low-dimensional space). This roughly corresponds to the reproducibility of current 3D tracking reported in [37] for academic algorithms: around 3.3 ± 8.7%, 0.3 ± 1.7% and 0.4 ± 3.1% (average values over participants) for the radial, circumferential and longitudinal strain, of respective maximal amplitudes around 50, 10 and 20%. Reported ranges for commercial algorithms [38] are less comparable, as they correspond to global longitudinal strain from 2D sequences of a simpler synthetic dataset: between 5 and 10% for strain magnitudes around 20%. To better interpret the range of strain variations corresponding to = 0.1, we have reconstructed the strain patterns associated to the M coordinates aroundĉ, and evaluated their pointwise standard deviation. This corresponds to the methodology used to estimate infarct locations, but adapted to the strain data. The variability encoded in the M coordinates was in the ranges reported in [37] : around 0.7 ± 0.2%, 0.5 ± 0.2% and 0.5 ± 0.2% for the radial, circumferential and longitudinal strain, of respective amplitudes 9.4 ± 8.2, 13.8 ± 7.2 and 13.1 ± 6.4% (maximal amplitudes 38.7, 37.8 and 35.8%).
The single threshold used in the function B (Sec.II-B2c) was defined as the average of the best threshold of each tested subject. These individual thresholds were determined from a ROC analysis on each tested subject, as the value that maximizes the sensitivity and the specificity in the ROC curve (Sec.III-B3a and III-C4a).
Cases were identified as outliers in the ROC analyses if their ROC area under the curve was larger than q 3 + w(q 3 q 1 ) or smaller than q 1 w(q 3 q 1 ), where w is the maximum whisker length, and q 1 and q 3 stand for the first/third quartiles. In our case, we set w = 1.5, which corresponds to ⇡ 99.3% coverage if the data is normally distributed (around ±2.7 times the Gaussian bandwidth).
B. Synthetic data
500 synthetic cases were generated to evaluate the methods against a large variety of infarct configurations. The cardiac function was simulated along a full cycle of duration 1 s. We used a realistic electromechanical model previously evaluated on invasive clinical data [39] . Simulations here used a single anatomical mesh from a clinical image and a fibers architecture from an atlas. Spatial correspondences between the data were therefore guaranteed.
The mesh was volumetric with tetrahedral elements, and included the two ventricles (46876 tetrahedra and N p = 9673 vertices for the LV, of average edge length 3.4 mm, for a myocardial volume and mass of 173 mL and 182 g, respectively).
1) Infarct generation:
A fully-connected region corresponding to an infarct of random extent, shape, and location was constructed for each case.
The algorithm determined the diseased region iteratively, as illustrated in Fig.6 . It first randomly selected a starting point within the LAD coronary territory. This spatial constraint only concerns the location of the starting point, and infarcts can spread out of this territory (Fig.7a ). This specific territory corresponds to the type of infarcts in the clinical database processed in this paper (Fig.7b) . It also has a higher prevalence, and better agreement exists in its delineation [40] . Here, simulated cases have the additional constraint that infarcts cannot spread over the mitral annulus.
A spherical neighborhood of random radius between 2 and 12 mm was marked as diseased, and a new starting point was randomly selected within this new region. The process was iterated a random number of times (values from 1 to 16). Infarct extent was 4.8(3.4/6.4) mL -median and first/third quartile range, notation used throughout this paperand corresponded to 2.8(2.0/3.7)% of the LV myocardium. Infarcts were smaller than in our clinical database ( Fig.7) to test a wider variety of configurations. 400 cases were used as training set and the other 100 served as testing data.
Contractility and stiffness were altered in the zone defined by our algorithm to model local infarct (Tab.II). This partially reflects changes in active force and tissue elasticity. Only parameters with major influence on the deformation [41] LAD territory
Iteration #1
Iteration #4 Iteration #7 Iteration #10 Fig. 6 . Iterative generation of an infarct (red) with random extent, shape, and location, initiated within the LAD territory (dashed line). were altered, to keep the data into manageable amounts. The tested values corresponded to the ranges used in [42] for the construction of a validation database.
2) Deformation from electromechanical simulations:
Computing the radial, circumferential and longitudinal directions directly from the tetrahedral geometry of the mesh elements is challenging. However, the radial direction coincides with the normal to the endocardial and epicardial surface cells. Thus, these local directions were first computed over the endocardial and epicardial surfaces. Then, these values were propagated inside the myocardium using the graph of the volumetric mesh, by iteratively setting each vertex value to the average value of its direct neighbors (10 iterations used).
Strain computations used the position of the mesh vertices, including the ones internal to the wall, and did not require to also propagate the strain values inside the wall. These deformation data were spatially smoothed by a Gaussian of bandwidth 1 cm, to be closer to the clinical data resolution and to prevent inconsistencies (due to the non-homogeneity of cell sizes and orientation over the whole volumetric mesh).
3) Results: a) ROC analysis:
A ROC analysis was performed for each subject of the testing set. The resulting set of curves is shown in Fig.8 . Our method, with a median area under the curve of 0.995, significantly outperformed the thresholding of the deformation patterns computed independently for the radial, circumferential and longitudinal components of strain (0.865, 0.827 and 0.696 respectively, p < 0.001 in all cases). Over the 100 tested cases, 13 were identified as outliers in the ROC of the regression technique (dashed traces). Ten had small or very small infarcts, of size 0.5(0.3/0.6) mL, corresponding to an area under the curve of 0.890(0.827/0.939). The remaining 3 had medium to large infarcts (2.5, 2.5 and 7.1 mL), but an area under the curve > 0.905.
b) Infarct location:
After applying the thresholding function B (Sec.II-B2c), median sensitivity, specificity, positive and negative predictive values were respectively 0.968, 0.977, 0.489 and 0.999. In comparison, the prediction from the average infarct map of Fig.7 (thresholded at 0.5) led to inaccurate results (no infarct predicted in all cases). Qualitatively, our method correctly predicted the infarct location in all cases, with ⇡ 1 cm margin around the infarct border, in the range of the spatial resolution of the data. This corresponded to a volume over-estimation of 4.6(3.6/5.2) mL. The average distance between the ground truth and the prediction surfaces was 3.1(2.5/4.1) mm. Three representative outputs are shown in Fig.9 . First, a case with marked strain alterations (top row), observable in all components. The uncertainty zone spreads below the infarct, where longitudinal strain in the non-scarred tissue is lower. Then, a case with a smaller infarct at the same location (middle row). Strain alterations are therefore more subtle, and higher uncertainties lie around the (mispredicted) infarct border. Finally, a case close to the septum with subtle strain alterations (bottom row), for which the inaccuracy zone and uncertainties also coincide.
c) Uncertainty quantification:
Uncertainty effectively complements the infarct prediction. Except for small infarcts, low uncertainties coincide with the ground truth infarct, while high uncertainties concentrate in the mispredicted zone. The quantitative results in Fig.10a test case #43 test case #68 test case #29 confirm these qualitative observations. Almost no uncertainty results from the correctly predicted cells (true positive and true negative). In contrast, high uncertainty corresponds to the mispredicted cells (false positive and false negative). True positive vertices with uncertainty > 0.05 mostly correspond to apical septal, basal anterolateral, or small infarcts. The spread of uncertainties is split over a large portion of the LAD territory in all of these cases. All the false positive vertices with uncertainty < 0.05 correspond to large infarcts, for which the overlap of the M generated infarcts is higher. In these cases, mispredicted vertices represent a small portion of the whole infarct, which is correctly located. False negative vertices with uncertainty < 0.05 are more problematic, since these locations cannot be subsequently evaluated. Two of four cases corresponded to small infarcts and were completely missed. The other two were medium/large-sized, and false negative vertices covered a small volume located in the neighboring vertices. In all of these false negative outliers, the spread of uncertainties is split over a large portion of the LAD territory and could suggest re-examination.
C. Real data 1) Infarct segmentation:
The Segment software (Medviso, Lund, SE) was used to locate the infarct in de-MR images. An experienced observer manually delineated endocardial and epicardial contours in each slice. Then, the software automatically segmented the infarct region. Manual corrections were applied if necessary. These segmentations were validated by another expert, who eventually introduced minor corrections. Their reproducibility was evaluated by repeating 5 times the segmentations of 5 different cases: the average distances between the segmented endocardial and epicardial surfaces were 1.5(1.4/1.6) mm and 1.3(1.2/1.5) mm, respectively. It has minor effect on the results, given the resolution of the volumetric meshes (Sec.III-C2).
Note that these segmentations only serve to locate the ground truth infarct for the training set and for the evaluation of our method. If applied to a real clinical setting, the de-MR images of a new case are not required for the prediction, which only involves its deformation data and the pairs of deformation / infarct location from the training set ( Fig.1) .
On average, the de-MR images had a resolution of 1.56 ⇥ 1.56 ⇥ 10.00 mm 3 , and 8 ± 3 slices covering the LV. Infarct extent was 38.4(28.6/44.0) mL, and corresponded to 37.4(26.2/43.9)% of the LV myocardium.
2) Deformation from 3D echocardiographic sequences:
3D echocardiographic sequences centered on the LV were acquired in an apical view at breath-hold, via a commercially available system (iE33, Philips Medical Systems) and a broadband wide-angle matrix-array transducer designed for harmonic contrast imaging (X3-1 probe). Images were optimized by modifying the gain, brightness, compression, and timegain compensation settings. Average frame rate and pixel size were 24 fps (heart rate: 60 bpm) and 0.65 ⇥ 0.83 ⇥ 0.57 mm 3 . Myocardial strain was extracted using a prototype version of the QLab software 2 . It was initialized by the landmark-based semi-automatic segmentation of the endocardial and epicardial borders at end-diastole and end-systole, as described in [43] (5 landmarks identified: 2 on the mitral annulus of the 2-and 4-chamber views and 1 at the apex in either plane), eventually followed by manual corrections. The end-diastolic contours were propagated along the sequence by tracking the image sequences, with the constraint to pass by the end-systolic contours. Local tracking was achieved by a fast version of the demons algorithm included in the software, which tracked points inside the myocardial domain. This algorithm is detailed in [44] , and evaluated in [37] . Spatial correspondence between the echocardiographic meshes was provided by the software, based on the landmarks identified for the end-diastolic and end-systolic segmentations [43] , and the volumetric mesh sampling strategy described in [45] . Temporal correspondence between sequences was obtained by standard alignment techniques based on physiological events (in our case, start/end of the cycle and endsystole, identified as the instant of minimal volume) [7] The volumetric meshes output by the QLab software had an average edge length of 4.8 mm, and were made of 1152 hexahedral cells and N p = 1800 vertices covering the LV. They were defined according to the radial, circumferential and longitudinal directions. Deformation was computed along these pre-computed directions, with a resolution in the range of 1 cm. Similar to the synthetic data experiments, we limited the algorithm input to end-systolic deformation.
3) Correspondence between deformation and infarct:
Spatial correspondence needed to be found between the infarct segmentation of each subject and the geometry extracted from the corresponding echocardiographic sequence, as illustrated in Fig.11 . To do so, the de-MR mesh was first resampled to match the parameterization of the echocardiographic mesh. This was performed in polar coordinates centered on the longaxis of the LV. In the echocardiographic data, long-axis was Fig. 11 . Processing steps to map the infarct segmentation from the de-MR mesh (left) to the one from the echocardiographic sequence (right). defined from the apex to the center of the mitral annulus. In the de-MR data, where slice mis-alignment may occur, it was set to connect the center of each slice segmentation. Resampling was achieved via linear interpolation, so that the meshes have the same number of points along the long-axis and along the LV circumference.
Then, spatial correspondence between the two parameterizations was determined. Missing de-MR slices at the mitral ring and the apex were discarded in the echocardiographic mesh by removing the corresponding sets of points. Correspondence along the circumference was obtained from the position of the septum centerline, manually annotated in each de-MR slice and already embedded in the echocardiographic meshes.
Finally, the infarct segmentation, defined in the system of coordinates of the original de-MR mesh, was attached to the resampled de-MR mesh. This was achieved by converting the infarct segmentation into a binary image, and identifying the points of the resampled mesh that fall into the non-zero area. A linear interpolator on the binary image was used to get the values at any location. These steps substitute the use of registration techniques, which may be more challenging depending on the image quality, and could be more adequate if we had no parametrization of the de-MR and echocardiographic meshes and/or no option for defining anatomical labels on these meshes.
4) Results: a) ROC analysis:
The output of the ROC analysis is depicted in Fig.12 . This analysis was only done for the infarcted cases, as healthy controls have no infarct and therefore no "positive" vertices. Similar to the synthetic data experiments, our method significantly outperformed the thresholding of the deformation patterns, with a median area under the curve of 0.909 (vs. 0.703, 0.742 and 0.610 respectively for the radial, circumferential and longitudinal directions, p < 0.001 in all cases).
The possible link between baseline and follow-up infarct locations may influence the accuracy of the prediction in a leave-one-out configuration. Almost no differences were found ground truth prediction uncertainty with a leave-two-out configuration where both baseline and follow-up data of the tested subject were removed from the training set: area under the curve of 0.904(0.860/0.925), nonsignificant p-value. Two outliers were identified in the ROC of the regression technique (dashed traces), and correspond to the first two cases in Fig.13 . In such cases, the main infarct location -within the LAD territory-was correctly predicted. However, these cases are the only ones where part of the lateral wall is also infarcted (black arrows). This location is missed by our method, as this configuration is not represented in our training set.
b) Infarct location:
After applying the thresholding function B (Sec.II-B2c), median sensitivity, specificity, positive and negative predictive values were respectively 0.828, 0.804, 0.662 and 0.927. In comparison, the prediction from the average infarct map of Fig.7 (thresholded at 0.5) reached lower performance when looking at median values over the infarcted cases (0.731, 0.897, 0.769 and 0.881, respectively). However, the limitations of this "naïve" approach are hindered by the fact that in this particular database, the real cases correspond to roughly comparable infarcts. In any case, it completely fails at handling infarcts of larger variability, as for the synthetic database, or healthy subjects.
Similar to the synthetic experiments, volumes were overestimated by our method, mainly around the infarct border: 7.7( 0.8/14.7) mL. The average distance between the ground truth and the prediction surfaces was 3.1(2.4/4.4) mm. Three representative outputs are shown in Fig.14: two infarcted cases, for which the uncertainty zone matches the mispredicted infarct border, and a healthy case, diagnosed as such by our algorithm despite small uncertainties locally.
c) Uncertainty quantification:
Again, uncertainty complements the prediction of real infarcts (Fig.10b ). True negative are associated with low uncertainties, and false positive with higher uncertainties. However, higher ambiguity exists for the other regions. The spread of uncertainties can be higher and overlap more the true positive region, mainly for medium infarcts. This contrasts with the results on the synthetic data, which came from a more controlled model. In the real data, the range of deformation patterns is wider, and relation between deformation and infarct is more complex. We also observe that uncertainties are lower for the real infarcts, which comes from the lower variety of infarct configurations in this database (Fig.7) . Thus, the overlap of the M generated infarcts is higher, and results in lower uncertainty. Fig.15 categorizes the studied cases depending on the size of the predicted infarct and the total uncertainty (10 ⇥ 10 bins in total). None of the 62 infarcted cases was diagnosed an infarct smaller than 17.2 mL. Almost all lie above the diagonal, meaning that uncertainty is lower in most cases and 
Infarcted patients
Healthy subjects Fig. 16 . 2D histogram of predicted infarct size and total uncertainty, similar to the one in Fig.15 , for the direct prediction from the deformation data with strain noise levels 2%.
the infarct prediction can be trusted. Among the 46 healthy subjects, 39 were diagnosed an infarct smaller than 5.7 mL (no infarct in 34 of them); all but one had low uncertainty, within the first 4 bins (34 of them showed no or almost no uncertainty). Almost all cases lie below the diagonal. The only case above the diagonal also shows medium uncertainty. These results confirm that (i) correctly predicted cases also show low uncertainty; (ii) if the prediction indicates infarct, uncertainty may suggest carefully re-examining the case (as for the healthy case in Fig.13 ).
d) Usefulness of the low-dimensional space:
Our method was compared with a regression directly between the deformation and the infarct data. The experiment consisted in generating M = 500 cases around each case to predict, by adding noise on the strain data: concretely, Gaussian noise with 2% standard deviation, in the range of the reported strain errors (Sec.III-A). Then, a regression directly between the deformation and the infarct data predicted the infarct location on these M cases. Finally, uncertainty was computed as the point-wise standard deviation over this set. This direct approach was similar to our method in terms of prediction performance: after applying the thresholding function B, median sensitivity, specificity, positive and negative predictive values were respectively 0.800, 0.827, 0.683 and 0.924. This may be expected as both approaches combine neighbors during the regression(s): neighbors in the high-dimensional space should be roughly the same in the low-dimensional space. However, uncertainties are not correctly represented with such a model. Noise cannot be modeled "pattern-wise" (as done through variations in the low-dimensional space in our approach) but is introduced at each spatial location, independently from the other locations. Thus, much more overlap exists between the M possible infarct positions, which induces much lower uncertainty values (Fig.16 ). This is rather critical, as it indicates high confidence in the prediction while inaccuracies remain (the prediction performance is almost unchanged with respect to our approach).
IV. DISCUSSION
We presented an approach to predict an infarct location from myocardial deformation, and evaluate the local confidence in the prediction. Methods were tested on a large database of synthetic cases obtained from a realistic electromechanical model, and real 3D echocardiographic and de-MR images.
Our method correctly predicted the infarct position in most cases, although it tended to over-estimate the exact size. Inaccuracies in the prediction of the infarct border were in the range of the resolution of the used deformation data. This systematic over-estimation can be explained by the smoothness of the deformation data, the averaging between neighbors performed in the regression, and the lack of prior on the spatial structure of the infarct. Also, our experiments on real data used de-MR images of standard quality. This means that the ground truth used for training was subject to the limited spatial resolution and contrast, which is paradoxical given our method objectives. We therefore expect the results to improve once better ground truth is available. In any case, our approach outperforms the current state-of-the-art, which provides a diagnosis at the global or regional level: in contrast, our prediction is made at each location of the myocardium. The approach is a first model towards more advanced predictions. In this sense, our objective was to demonstrate a full pipeline for reliable diagnosis, upon which improvements can be made.
The uncertainty model in the coordinates space could be refined by adjusting the size of the Gaussian distribution depending on the input deformation pattern, e.g. based on a reproducibility analysis on a representative variety of cases. Bayesian methods may offer convenient frameworks to propagate uncertainties, but require prior knowledge on the variables, which is the reason why we retained a simpler approach. Considering the infarct mapî before thresholding could help representing uncertainties both from the distribution of samples in the coordinates space and from the regularized regression. However, their link with a concrete uncertainty model would need to be examined. The model proposed here is more directly related to the error in the input data, which is why it was retained first for this type of prediction.
Predicting the exact infarct location is still very challenging due to the complexity of motion and deformation abnormalities [2] . We opted for simple descriptors of deformation that already provide a reliable prediction. Some of the strain components seem less predictive (thresholding longitudinal strain is associated to a wider variability in the ROC curves and a lower ROC area under the curve). However, we preferred to keep the prediction generic on the whole strain data. Indeed, using only the most powerful components may not be advantageous on all cases, and the prediction may overfit the available data. Looking at changes in deformation at other temporal phases of the cycle may increase robustness to more complex configurations (e.g. for asynchronous or reperfused hearts [2] ), without necessarily including the whole temporal sequence. In particular, the quantification of post-systolic abnormalities is particularly recommended to distinguish the different ischemic substrates [2] . Complementary cardiac shape or function features could improve the accuracy of the prediction, provided they are combined in a consistent way [46] . Local thickness or curvature partially match the location of scarred tissue [1] , [47] . More complete deformation measures also exist: the full strain tensor (although this requires more elaborated statistics [48] ), or blind descriptors derived from this tensor [17] .
The database could be enlarged to other infarct locations. Currently, the real cases correspond to infarcts of comparable location and extent (Fig.7) . This may hinder the generalization ability of the method to infarcts of more varied extents and shapes, eventually at several locations. Results on the synthetic database and healthy subjects from the real database support this observation. Once the technology is available, generating realistic synthetic images will help enriching the real database [17] , [42] , reducing the gap between the synthetic and real datasets, and improving the prediction. Further work will also tackle the realism of pathological simulations (e.g. by refining the tuning of the hyperelastic parameters for healthy and infarcted tissue).
Transmurality of the infarct impacts the accuracy of the prediction. By nature, infarcts initiate at the subendocardial layer, and only marked infarcts extend until the epicardium [49] . Our segmentations were checked to meet this criterion, and our algorithm could be improved to include this prior knowledge. A hidden Markov random field model was recently used to consider the spatial coherence of the infarct segmentation from de-MR images [50] . This improvement could be considered in further extensions of our method, although estimating the infarct position from deformation data may be more challenging to model.
Distinguishing between scarred and hibernating tissue is also challenging with our data [1] . Infarct extent is expected to decrease in revascularized cases, up to the limits of the fully scarred tissue [51] . Thus, the lack of hibernating tissue at follow-up should make infarct prediction easier. However, the scar at follow-up is harder to segment, smaller, and has broader shape variety, which hinders this supposed better performance. To consider some of these aspects, the infarct ground truth could go beyond the binary value set at each vertex, and rely on discrete or continuous values within the [0, 1] interval. In such a case, the function B (Sec.II-B2c) could be adapted to perform multiple thresholds. Our approach could also be extended to look at changes in cardiac mechanics under a stress protocol, which may improve the localization of the real scar [2] , in the limits of the feasibility of the stress protocol and the availability of techniques to combine stress and rest data [46] . Subgroups of different patient stages (baseline against follow-up) or infarct types (acute against chronic) may also be trained separately, provided the size of each subgroup does not limit the robustness of the learning.
V. CONCLUSION
We have presented a new approach to predict infarct location from myocardial deformation, which goes beyond current methods for the automatic diagnosis of infarct-either achieved at the global or segmental level. A map of local uncertainty accompanies the prediction. It helps refining the diagnosis or re-examining suspicious cases. Experiments on large databases of synthetic and real cases demonstrate the reliability of the method with the radial, circumferential and longitudinal components of strain as input. Our pipeline is flexible and could be extended to more advanced measures of cardiac shape and function, complementary sources of uncertainty, and other inference applications (e.g. predicting (ab)normal wall motion [11] ).
